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Details of Visit:

Author: Uncle Pokey
Location 2: Old Town Area
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 14 Sep 2010 10.30am
Duration of Visit: 1 Hr
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.charminggirlescort.co.uk
Phone: 07749659785

The Premises:

Nancy works in a flat in Old Town Hemel where, from time to time, other Oriental ladies visit and in
the other place you will find details. The flat was in most ways just fine. There?s heaters for the
winter, fans for the summer, a decent bathroom and comfortable enough beds. The bedroom floor
seemed a bit in need of a good vacuuming with fluff from a few pairs of black and grey socks (I
guess) all over the place.

The Lady:

Nancy is from Thailand, in her mid 20?s, 5?4?, size 8 and with delightful 34b breasts. She has long
black hair, very kissable lips and a rear that will turn every man?s head. Her pussy hair is partly
trimmed. In some of her pictures she seems a little severe but actually she has a charming and
sexy smile. Her English is very good all things considered although her accent does make the odd
word call for repetition. Nancy clearly loves her work and makes every effort to please. I was
satisfied that she works of her own volition.

The Story:

Nancy?s greeting was charming with all the hospitality offered from a shower and soft drinks plus
the little see-through black number which barely covered her bum cheeks and a black thong buried
deep in her arse crack.
Proceedings began with getting undressed, as they do, but in this case Uncle?s Sloggi for Men
tangas seemed to get her going just a bit. Gentle little probing of her slim fingers aroused Uncle so
much that it was a relief to get out of same. A little gentle cock and ball licking followed and then on
to the bed for some rather skilled massage.
[Pausing here, blokes will know that, having achieved a decent stiffy, it is not easy to then lie face
down (unless of course one is so ?upstanding? that you can tuck the gadget up just beneath your
tummy)] I digress.
Nancy?s massage was good indeed and she didn?t spend too long at this since she realised, I
think, that what I wanted was a decent shag. So then it was on with the condom and into 69 (me
beneath). Nancy?s pussy is a delight and we enjoyed a good session of this. When I rimmed her
arsehole she really got excited. She didn?t return that particular pleasure though. Then into
missionary when I could enjoy some appreciative noises and smiles although my attempts to kiss
her on the mouth didn?t seem altogether what she wanted.
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We then tried a little ?doggy? and that certainly hit the spot when I asked her to bring her legs
together and lie flat. Goodness me, she is tight enough anyway but with her legs together it seems
even tighter and Nancy certainly enjoyed our prolonged hard fucking in this position. I think she got
close to orgasm even. Unfortunately I didn?t. And even with a bout of condom covered anal
penetration by her finger coupled with vigorous wanking I couldn?t make it. [I pause again to reflect
that the previous day?s encounter with another lady might have something to do with it. At my age I
really should pace myself]
But all in all this was a really great session and I enjoyed myself very much.
Nancy looks set to be around for sometime so I shall see her again when I?ve abstained for a while
for she seemed truly sad that I?d not managed to cum.
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